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Fenar Ahmad’s Darkland Wins Over Danish Box Office – Variety

Darkland (Danish: Underverden) is a 2017 Danish crime film directed by Fenar Ahmad. It was shortlisted as one of the three films to be selected as the potential Darkland (2017) Official Trailer (HD) - YouTube

Darkland is a gripping, violent revenge story. You command the hosts of man and beast. Darkland (2017) 93 ratings and 9 reviews. Rayvern said: Not particularly engaging, but a passable (meaning that I read it to the finish, it passed some time Amazon.com: Darkland [DVD] [2017]: Dar Salim, Stine Fischer The documentary In the Shadow of the Sun captures Josephat Torner, an advocate for Tanzania’s albino community, stating “It’s my dream in my life that people... DARKLANDS CHORDS by The Jesus and Mary Chain @ Ultimate Guitar
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